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,,Question No. 11-I 

Question: In answer C-I you use the term probability.  
Define this term as it is used in the answer.  
Is there any possibility of an explosive rupture 
of an element of the, primary loops? 

Answer: In the answer referred to, it was stated that 

"The conservatism in the design and in the 

manufacturing process combined with careful 

operation, strict quality control and quality 

assurance during every facet of the design and 

manufacturing process, and a responsible in-service 

inspection program eliminates the probability of 

an explosive rupture of the reactor vessel or large 

elements of the primary loop.  

Applicant is aware of no catatrophic failure of 

nuclear grade vessels." 

The definition of the term probability as used in 

the answer is "likelihood".  

In light of the factors listed in this answer, 

applicant does not foresee any possibility of an 

explosive rupture.



Question No. 11-2

Question: 

Answer:

Explain why a double ended nioe break in the hot 

leg could not involve a rupture in which pieces of 

metal. from the pipe could be propelled against the 

inside of the containment as a result of the rapid 

release of pressurized water from the loop.  

The stainless steel used in the reactor coolant 

piping is a highly ductile material.
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QueCrit.. ion No. 11-3

(Ues t in Tf: t1-i nn(;. r to q ,st j. r;n 1-i. i ; y(-r' , ,. hat would 
be the force in psig with which the largest, the 
median and the smallest piece (specify size) would 
strike the containment. In this answer use 
conservative values at least with resnect to 
the following elements:

a.  
b.  
C.

age of the pipe 
location of the rupture at a welded joint 
proximity of the pipe to the containment wall.

Not applicable. See Answer to Question H-I.Answer:



'1

Q je.st Li ol i Jo. 11-4 

Question: If the answer to question H-i is yes, provide the 
following information: 

a. How many individual fragments would result 
from this rupture: 

b. Have you analyzed the force of these 
fragments (in psig) and if so what is that 
force? 

c. Have you analyzed the probable route of fragments 
and if so, how many will core in contact with 
other equipment or pipes within the containment? 

d. With respect to c., have you analyzed the effect 
of these fragments on the objects they could 
strike and the result of that collision on the 
ability of the post-accident function of equipment 
or pipes within the containment? If so, please 
provide the analysis in detail.  

In this question also use conservative values for 
the factors specified in question H-3.

Not applicable. See answer to Question H-I.Answer:



Question: Answer question H-4 (regardless of the answer to 
II 1) with re ;!.,ect to the water released by the 
rupture and also with respect to the broken ends 
of the ruptured pine assuming they remain attached 
to the remainder of the pipe.  

Answer: As stated in the FSAR (see Page 4.1-4), the dynamic 

effects during blowdown following a loss-of-coolant 

accident were evaluated in the detailed layout and 

design of the high pressure equipment and barriers 

which afford missile protection. Support structures 

are designed with consideration given to fluid and 

mechanical thrust loadings. The steam generators 

•are.supported, guided and restrained in a manner 

which prevents rupturejof the steam side of a 

generator, the Steam lines, and feedwater piping 

as a result of forces created by a Reactor Coolant 

System pipe rupture.  

These supports, guides and restraints also prevent 

rupture of the primary side of a steam generator 

as a result of forces created by a steam or feedwater 

line rupture.' 

The mechanical consequences of a pipe rupture are 

restricted by design such that the functional 

capability of the engineered safety features is 

not impaired.

Qdp~stion N.o. 11-5



FSAR Appendix 4B gives a brief descri.rtion of 

the Reactor Coolant System component support 

structures.  

FSAR Section 5.1.5 describes the design of the 

supports with loading conditions which include 

pipe rupture loads. FSAR Q1.5 discusses the 

effects of combining the pipe rupture loads 

with seismic loads although this was not a 

condition for the design.  

FSAR Q5.lla, Q5.11b, Q5.llc and Q5.8 provide 

details of the design of the interior structure 

of the containment used to support and enclose 

the primary system including considerations of 

pipe rupture loads and jet forces.



(hII-,,f .1 'ij No -O( 

Questi on: Were the steel plates used in the reactor vessel 
and the welds for the vesFe] su1)r,ctcd to ultra;onic 
testing.? Radiograph or X-Ray testing? With 
respect to all such tests of the plates and the 
welds provide the following information (Please 
do no merely refer to the information provided 
in pages Q4.1.1-1 to Q4.12-1 of the FSAR): 

a. At what stage(s) of the manufacturing (including 
ingot stage) and installation of the plates and 
the manufacturing and installation of the vessel 
were the tests conducted and by whom? 

b. How much of each plate was tested with the 
instrumentation perpendicular to the plate, 
and how much was tested with obliue (shear 
wave angle beam) shots (note that Tech. Spec.  
p. a, 1-5 suggests that only certain plates 
received 100% testing of both nerpendicular 
and oblique beams)? 

c. When were the tests conducted? 

d. Were flaws (regardless of whether they were 
within Code specifications) of any size Permitted 
in the plates and if so, what was the largest 
size permitted for each kind of plate or weld 
used in the reactor vessel,? 

e. Were maps made of the flaws and can their 
exact location be shown on the reactor vessel 
as it. is now installed? If so, 'please provide 
the map.  

f. How many flaws and of what sizes exist in the 
reactor vessel plates and welds? 

q Define the, term "indications" in answer D-41.  

Answer: All steel plates used in the reactor vessel were 

subjected to ultrasonic examination and all welds 

for the vessel were subjected to radiographic or 

X-ray examination. See FSAR Section 4.5.1 and

Table 4.5-1 in particular.



a,. U.I tr ios o Ic .!XI(1Jr)(1 i i (1.. he j. t, r, c itt:nri.; 

was performed in: 

1) The as-rolled condition (material sub-vendor) 

2) After forming into cylindrical shell (vessel 

Mfr.) 

3) After hydrotesting of vessel (vessel mfr.) 

b. As stated on Pages 4.2-13 and 4.5-1 of the FSAR, 

100% of all plates were required to be ultra

sonically examined using both the longitudinal 

and angle beam techniques.  

c. See answer to a. for stages of manufacture, when 

the tests were conducted.  

d. Only flaws smaller than the ASME Boiler and 

Pressure Vessel Code, Section III acceptable 

limits were permitted. The size of the largest 

flaw can be obtained by examining the records 

which are in the safekeeping of Combustion 

Engineering in Chattanooga, Tennessoe.  

e. Maps were made of all discernable flaws; the 

the reactor vessel as it is no,.: installed. A 

copy of the map is available for review.

<r



f. TiL~i i nform mation can Iho obtbtained by x_×amining 

the records in the':nafekeepinq of Comtibustion 

Engineering in Chattanooga, Tennessee.  

g. The term "indications" is defined as any 

defect or discontinuity disclosed by the 

various nondestructive testing techniques.  

In the answer to Question D-41, it was stated 

"There are no faults in the Indian Point Unit 

No. 2 reactor pressure vessel since no indications 

exceeded code requirementS. The test results 

of ultrasonic and-other techniques demonstrate 

compliance with the code. Underlying documents 

which are voluminous, bulky and in part, non

reproducible with respect to such results 

are in the safekeeping of the vessel manu

facturer Combustion Engineering at Chattanooga, 

Tennessee."



~jti~tt;L1rgi Ho. 11-7

Question: 

Answer:

Will ultrasonic testing of plates or welds 
which are perpendicular to the plate or weld 
detect all or any cracks that are parallel to 
the beam of the equipment? If the answer is yes, 
please explain in detail.  

No.



Question No. 11-8

Question: 

Answer:

Will radiograph or X-ray testing which is 
perpendicular to the plate or weld detect a 
vertical crack if it is less than 2% of the 
thickness? If the answer is yes, please 
explain in detail.  

No.



Q'ues tion : 

Answer:

If the wt elds are tested by radiographs or X-ray, 
what standards are used for approving the weld? 
For instance, in the 1968 Section 3, ASME Boiler 
and Pressure Vessel Code for Nuclear Vessels, 
pages 172-178, it explains that visual comparison 
of the Picture is made with the gauge charts 
(pp. 174-178) and the gauges show what size 
and how many flaws can remain. Were these or 
similar gauges used and if so how many of which 
size holes in the weld were permitted? 

The acceptancestandards for all radiographic 

examinations were in accordance with paragraph 

N-624.8 of the Boiler and Pressure.Vessel Code, 

1965 Edition of Section III. -The number of "flaws" 

or "holes" of the various sizes which were permitted 

can be obtained by examining the records which are 

in the safekeeping of-Combustion Engineering in 

Chattanooga, Tennessee.



()i~~ P~I No.'r .11l-410

optu r-tiorial arid in-service structural ,;urveillance 
of the reactor vessel and primary system boundary.  
With resr)oct to this specification, please answer 
the following questions (References are to the 
Tech. Spec.): 

a. Will baseline data come exclusively from 
ultrasonic, visual and surface (please 
describe) techniques conducted after the 
reactor vessel is installed? What will be 
done with the data from earlier tests (see 
answer to 11-6) and will there be any radio
graph or X-ray testing for baseline data? 
(4.2(a)).  

b. Define the term "defects" and explain the 
role of the AEC in evaluating and investigating 
these defects. (4.2(c)).  

.c Describe in detail every difference between the 
inspection Code referred to 'in 4.2.3 of the 
Tech. Specs. and the Code referred to at Q.  
4.1.1-1 by the AEC. Attach a copy of each 
Code.  

d. Describe in detail the basis for the claim that 
ultrasonic testing is an acceptable alternative 
for radiographic examination. In particular, 
what kind of flaws (defects, indications, etc.) 
will be detected by radiograph which cannot be 
detected or cannot be detected as well by ultra
sonic and if there are none, justify ,your 
conclusion. (4.2.3(b)).  

e. At 4.2-3 of the Tech. Specs. and elsewh-ere in 
4.2 (see 4.2-12; Table 4.2-1; and Notes (1) (4.2-17), t'ou indiic-i:. that radiation levels 
in the reactor vessel, among other factors, 
present special problems which prevent certain 
in-service inspections until nev, equipment is 
developed. With respect to this, answer, the 
following:



1. Explain the OM!ning t'iwr; A-1 I. md 
A-24.  

2. , Describe in detail the present level of cdevelonment of th-.se t'-'stina technicues 
(and the techniques themselves) including 
who is now developing them, how far along 
has development come (design, prototype, 
full tests of equipment, etc.), any firm 
commitments that you have on delivery date 
of these techniques, how desiqn and manu
facture procedures have been prepared for these developments, anticipated cost of 
the new techniques.  

3. Justify in detail the delay in in-service testing referred to in Items 1.1, 1.2, 1.3 
and 1.7, and what is the outer limit of 
that delay.  

f. Justify the delay in inspection referred to in 
Item 1.4.  

g. Explain in detail how the visual examination 
referred to in Items 1.5 and 1.6 will be able 
to detect any internal growth in flaws (defects, 
indications, porosity) in the welds.  

h. Provide a copy of the Code Section referred to 
in Item 1.15., 

i. Justify your refusal to conduct tests referred 
to in the first paragraph of Item 4.2 both in 
terms of the impossibility of conducting the 
test and your belief that such tests are necessary.  

Answer: a. A complete baseline insoection is being performed 

for primary coolant system ccmoonents which are 

to be in-service insoected with the exception of 
the reactor vessel shell 4nd the upper half of 

the pressurizer which are °not accessible because



of ptant- construction. The t.chn )qUes 

bein g employed a re tfhe4 11,,rl, '1::, 1 o:: 

describe~d in Section 4.2.3 of the Technical 

Specifications. Earlier test data (shop 

inspections, etc.) will be used as supple

mentary reference material. No radiographic 

or X-ray techniques are planned for the pre

operational examinations.  

b. Defect is defined to mean'any discontinuity 

in the weld or base metal which is reportable 

under the procedures established for pre-service 

and in-service inspection. The PEC will be duly 

notified of any unusual indications-and will be 

free to inspect and assess the procedures and 

results.  

c. The applicant has not prepared a detailed listing 

identifying the differences between the original 

draft code N-45 and the final issued -ode ASid 

Section XI. Our policy is to utilize the latest 

official published versions of existing codes with 

regard to In-service Inspections consistent with 

plant design limitations.



d. Ultrasonic testing.Lu in ac:Coptilbl Le altornate 

for radiograph because it is a volumetric 

examination covering the complete volume of 

material scanned. The sound waves may be aimed 

and received at a number of desired angles to 

disclose flaws lying in various planes. Ultra

sonic examination can penetrate heavy sections 

more easily and with less equipment than X

radiation. In radioactive areas, film for 

radiographs would be fogged by the background 

activity. The types of defects that cannot be 

detected or be detected as well by UT are 

cracks or indications parallel to the path of 

the sound. However, all UT examinations use 

more.than\one sound direction. Radiographics 

on the other hand can only detect laminar flaws 

which are parallel to the rays. The use of 

ultrasonic tests for in-service inspections 

is consistent with the applicable code ASME 

Section Xi.  

e. 1. The answer to Question A-11 stated "The 

proposed Technical Specifications for Indian 

Point Unit No. 2 require periodic testing of

-4-



safety systems (Section 4.0, Surveillence 

r -,qui.r ,.,fent ) . Plant -opr'ation wil.1 not 

interfere with testing, of safety -systems as 
Srequired by theTechnical Specifications. Con 

Edison-will shutdown Indian Point Unit No. 2 if 

this is necessary in order to conduct required 

testing., 

The answer to Question A-24 stated "There are 
no parts of the reactor which* maynot be entered 

for inspection following any testing or operation 

because of induced radioactivity in components.  

.However, at the ..center section of the. reactor 

vessel, remote inspection ma. be preferable due 

to levels of induced radioactivity." 

All safety tests will be performed as required 

by the plant Technical Specifications. If a 

.particular test requires that the plant be.  

shutdown and it,.cannot be scheduled during 

routine plant outages, the plant will be shut

down, to perform the test in compliance with 

the Technical Specifications.

-5-



A I pa.17 L of. the rra c t- o r- t1c-t:,arii lii I i .j.(:1 i Jq 
- r~ W . ., ~ i.icui' ii biv "f ir I tiiriietI t'ii"ii :l] oiwlplii 

w . I CC s.4i l o1 1 11 i1 . t,' 1 

Sordinary operation a.d tsting. .. -uwv,

in order to. reduce personnel,. radiation

exposure, certain internal sectionsof the 

reactor pressure vessel and its associated 

piping will usually be inspected using remote 

methods..  

2. The remote testing thods are under , development 

by Combustion Engineering, -Babcock and Wilccx, 

andSouthwest Research Institute.. Techniq"es 

include the remote ..ultrasonic testing of reactor

vessel shell welds. from the inside surface of the 

vessel, the .remote examination of the reactor 

vessel nozzle welds and nozzle.safe-end welds 

-from 'the inside surface. Southwest Research 

Institute has performed :remote inspections at 

two nuclear facilities,, one foreign and one 

-domestic..'T.he resuts, wbhile noteworth.. re 

ilessiithan sat isfactory. :Di-ffi:culties. with 

equipment fit up and:operations were encoun-ereo.  

Personnel in some cases were exposed to thei r 

maximum'limits of radiation.

... .:-6-



lintOt a morp prodct.ira dcm~nftrrtt io of.  

-"o o.... thnnremotetin on.tIon r, boorn: ,Ct.l 1li:rld 

Con Edi-son has no firm coprlitment- for, 

purchase of such services. We cannot at 

this time estimate. the cost of, such.-an 

* inspection program., However, we are 

committed to utilizing some form of remote 

. inspection within the time interval allowed 

by the Code.  

3. Item.s 1.1, 1.2",. 1.3 and 1.7 are delayed 

because the means to perform the inspections 

do not now.exist commercially as: explained 

in e.2., above.: . ,We anticipate a rd are, 

committed to .conduct such inspection within 

the ten-year inspection interval.  

f. Item 1.4 is delayed because the-.means to 

perform the examination do not exist, commer

:-cially as explained in e.2. above...  

g. Code Category E-l; Item.1.5 is not applicable 

to Indian Point Unit No. 2.,

-7
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Category E-1 includes control rod drive and 

instrumentation penetrations. These items are 

clusters of tubes utilizing partial oenetration 

welds. Because of the design of the vessel 

penetrations and the pressure boundary weld, 

no meaningful volumetric examinations can be 

performed.* 

Code Category E-2; Item 1.6 requires'.only 

visual inspection. It is our inten 'to 

utilize this method. in these areas:, -because 

of the limitations on volumetric inspections 

as outlined in E.3.g Category E-li above.  

h. See Code-sections attached; Page 15, Category 

N and Page 16, Item 1.15.  

i. Welds which are physically not accessible due 

to high radiation or structural impossibility 

will not be examined. Indian Point Unit No. 2 

was designed and constructed before the ASME 

XI Code was developed., At the time of code 

inception, the plant design was completed.  

The intent of the code for later plant designs 

..is to take these code requirements into account 

during the design stage.



!~k' .... . !1 'J W,](t '1 :it~in:il. r, :ind( trrii,:I. risa'l:ri t 

piping and thermowells are all of small.  

size, and are not as relevant to -rn]ant 

safety as is the larger piping socket 

welded, piping UT tests are precluded 

because of joint geometry.
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lS20INS ItIf: ir- INSI'1 1 I N 

E XAMItIA1 (IN AdthII

AREAS SUBJECT TO EXAMINATIONS EXTENT AND FREQUENCY OF EXAMINATIONS

PUMP CASINGS

I hf al-a-4s tieIjt to -xiiiiintirin oil piitip t5 is shaill 
include tf lieritei nit pre.ssure botunidry surluie!s. .

The int'l nal surfaces if one disassenibhled pump, ii' h or 
without III s"iirc-conalitIig welds) in each of the croup of 
pumps performing siniilat functions in the s)>stem shall be 
visually exaii ned ditiring each inspection 'iiter val. The 
internal Ivxanainations may be performned on the same punt 
s hl e tc e d f r, , tite v rliir itr ii: ix ilia in lio n o f pI 's u tc- it !i :a pl

The examinations of pump casings mna be performe.d at or 
near the end of the' irsp.i tim interval.

M.1 
PRESSURE-CONTAINING WELDS IN VALVE BODIES

The arias subject to rxatni tion shall iniludc the pres
sure-containing wells in valve bodies,on valves three inches 
and over in nominal pipe size.  

The ar.va to be examined shall inc.lude the weld metal and 
the base nietal-for one wall thickness beyond the edge of the 
% el d.

The, cxaminations perforimd during each insnp-itin inter
val shall include 100 pierient of he pressure-ontatiin-, 
welds in, at least, one valve (with pressure-containg .el'J ) 
in each group of valves of the same constructional design; 
(e.., gtole, or gate or cheek valve) ntanufacturin, .ethod 
and manufaciturer. p,'rforrniine sinilar funetions in th' sys

tem, (e.g., Cotiaillniit isolation, Systt.m1 uverpiressure protec
t tion. e tt.).  

'Ilt, ex;iii itiation In * lv,, bodies may he. performed at or 
near the end of each inspection interval.

M-2 
VALVE BODIES

The areas subjcct to examination shall include the internal 
pressurp boundary surfaces, on valVes three incites and over 
in nominal pipe size.

The internal surfaces of one disassembled valve (with or 
without pressure-containing welds) in each of these groups of 
valves of the sam constructiona I lesion. aitnufacturiti 
method, ianufactirer and perforiiing simil i ftn, ti ioi- in th! 
s vsteili lhall le %i-ui ll e'\;iil iltvJ ,luring ,''*i in-..  
interval. Ihe internil .ia iiiaittio iii m t' irf,.::-,.i , I th
same valve selh:td for tire, voluntetrii examiintition of the, 
pr-is ure-cita ii incz ,,e r.  

The ci,a:: iition on XalIVu bodi s riiiv be pe.OrM,-i it ,,r 
near the end of eachinsh,:.tion interval.

INTERIOR SURFACES AND INTERNAL COMPONENTS OF REACTOR VESSELS

Thei a'i i fsI,joot ,I examinationr shall include thse 
in,rror -ifi-- of lto ri.,ctor '.,hs-el, th- internil iotn
jlsnent-. th,' internal su:p!orl attachments welded to the ves
,'.1 ua

t
l nt Ill.- -lp'ic.u, ,Iow the reator ore ;dini , ai\ the 

.lmtit h',,o, atihr ir- Hlt- acessihi for exainin;ttiot iv 
thi,- rin, I, of o:, poneitIs durine nortIal refuiliinig uitages.

Th ,a tiimin:itionsrt of the interior sturfaci!s Of th ' 
tl',- internal components and the ,space bi'lio, IlII! 
uore shall le performed at tIre first ri-fueling outa. and: 
fdttur oir l-.it'llilt ri-fu,.i ,, okiirtges at approxi:,ateily three 

vear irittr. +is.  
The examination of internal support attaehitint, wI.,l to 

the ve-,-I ,,all hti.- failure may adversely affect core 
integrity shall le examined at least once during each inspec
tinn interval.  

Visual ixamination sltall cover additional selected ioint, 
thriughout thtvessel to pruvidt- a reasonably rvrpris,-ntat I e 

sampling of Hit, contlition of the cladding.



I,.I I--.  

S!item No.

TABL.E iS-261 
COMPONENTS, PARTS AND METHODS OF EXAMINATION

Componentsand Parts to be Examined

4 I.

.\ 

C 

D 

VE-2 

F 

G-1 

G-I 

G-I.  

II 

I-I 

N

2.1

, "1

Method

Reactotl sscl and Closare II('Od 

longitulinal and cirtnf., titl sl ll welds iI 
core region 

. ongit , I lial and ci reum f'reniIitl we l l in sIt elI 
(oilier thin thlo,,e nf (a *',-,r" \ ;nd () inI 
meridional and circum frential seati welds ill 
bottom head and clsure leid (other than tloze of 
Category C) 

Vessel-to-flange and head-_to-flange circumferential 
welds 

Primary nozzle-to-vessel welds and nozzle-to
vessel inside radiused section 

Vessel penetrations, including control rod drive 
perietrations and control rod housing pressure 
boundarY welds 

Vessel ien(trtiiuns, including t:eltrl rol dhive 
pI)ctral tons and vonitrol rod housing pressure 
boundary wells 

Primary nozzles to safe-end welds 

Closure studs and nuts 

Ligaments bet wern threaded stud holes 

Closure washers, bus hhings 

Pressure retainin-', 1,,lti z 

Intel,ralkl- welded ve-ssel sippo:t 

hv , ' ild., Ci,. l'111 

Vesscl cladding 

Interior surfaces anI internals at(l Int egira IN 
e cded internal supports 

Pressurizer (PWR Plants) 

Longitudinal and circumferential welds

Examination 
Catc gory 

Table IS-251

1.3 

1.4 

1.5 

1.6 

1.7 

1.8 

1.9 

1.10 

1.11 

1.12 

1.15 

1.1.1 

1.15

\ I uctr c" 

Volunietric 

\'olIu inet ri c 

Volumetric 

Visual 

Visual and Surface 
and Volumetric 

Volumetric and 
Visual or Surface 

\:oluinletric.  

Visual 
Visual 

\Volumetric 

\is..Iil and 0urf ie 

.or. Volunetri c " 

Visual " 

V is uia 

Visual and 
Volumetric



Question: Explain in detail the manner in which the 
following factors taken together and separately 
can affect the growth of flaws (indications, 
defects) in the reactor vessel including its 
welds and the primary piping system (if there 
is no effect, justify the conclusion; if there 
is, in your opinion, an insignificant effect, 
justify the conclusion regarding the extent 
of the effect and the insignificance of the 
effect).  

a. Long term (10, 20, 30 years) exposure to the 
550-650 degree temperatures of the primary 
coolant; 

b. Long term (10, 20, 30 years) exposure to the 
radioactivity in the primary coolant - Supply 
a copy of the report referred to in Answer C-5; 

c. The impact of emergency core cooling water on 
the reactor internal and external walls in the 
case of double ended cold leg break. For this 
answer provide also an analysis using the 
formulae in D-50 (In Answer D-50 (page 2) to 
what does "stainless steel cladding" refer) 
as well as the following formula from. Reference 
2 to that answer: 

sigma theta = E (A. T) (l-hu) 
2 

E = Young's modules of elasticity 
A = coefficient of thermal expansion 
T = temperature 

nu = poisons ratio

In this case provide the following analysis: 

1) temperature of the interior of the reactsr 
walls for each second following the break; 

2) level of the water in'the reactor for ea:h 
second following the break (or confirmation 
of the relevance of FSAR Figures 14.3.2-1 an 
14.3.2-5);

- I -



:3) te111r: or(,- turo or .) ! coo it .,i I-.rq,]Ir y (2. I I .i(j ,;If.  
(both ac.,umtCl Ilr, arid the Tw i r .upp ly) ,t 
the-.. e~irl.i es t: tgo0.;<;i .e ilO L Of (."fl I(conlc.OL with 
anllly uncovo rod (wit.1 i wato r) i o r 17t0i. o0 1:h1 
rt :L uanU .1. .CAI' U ifli., aL w i Hi c] C( .IcL 
will he made; 

4) total stress on the reactor wall at the point 
of contact as well as analysis of the total 
effect (in terms of pressure created) within 
the reactor of the cooling water contacting 
the reactor walls (assume the contact occurs 
at a point on a plate where the maximum 
permissible flaw (defect, indication) 
exists for a reactor in ooeration for 25 
years - make the same assumption for 
contact with a weld; 

5) all other relevant factors which will demon
strate the maximum possible stress at the 
weakest, possible point; and 

6) answer the question with respect to the simul
taneous impact of cooling water on the exterior 
of the reactor vessel as a result of the pipe 
break and the containment spray.  

Answer: a. There ij an insignificant effect on the growth 

of flaws from long-term (40 years) exposure to 

primary coolant at 550°F.-650OF. This -is based 

on data obtained from a Westinghouse Nuclear 

Energy Systems experimental program. Preliminary 

results of the program indicate that flaws of the 

size allowed under Code acceptance criteria, i.e., 

less than 2 percent of the wall (plate) thickness, 

will grow less than 4 mils during the life of the

reactor vessel.



b. The only radioacLivity fot efoct ; flaw 

qrowth in the reacLor vessel. and primary 

Piping material is by neutron bombardment 

of the material. As there is no neutron 

irradiation from the primary coolant, there 

is no effect on the growth of flaws due to 

long-term exposure to the radioactivity in 

the primary coolant. The latest report on 

the Heavy Section Steel Technology Program 

(WCAP-7561) is being furnished separately.  

c. See response to Question D-50 which is attached.  

The analysis described in answer to Question 

D-50 1s the appropriate analysis for the 

evaluation of the effacts of cooling the 

reactor vessel with emergency core cooling 

water.  

Figure 1, attached, gives the temperature 

distributions through the vessel wall obtained 

by that analysis as a function of time after 

initiation of cooling.



The analysis assumes that the inside surface 

of the vessel wall is ins antaie us];,1y OXpcosOd 

Lo cold water at a t'mpnorature stated in D-50.  

Applicant assumes the intervenor is referring 

to Equation No. 250 in Reference 2 of the answer 

to Question D-50. That expression is derived 

from the simultaneous equations used in the 

analysis described in answer to Question D-50 

by making a number of simplifying ass-umptions.  

The stress curves given in answer to Question 

D-50 give the stresses calculated without 

the simplifying assumptions. Also, Equation 

No. 250 gives only the stresses at the inner 

and outer surface of the vessel wall. It does 

not give the stresses at other points in the 

wall which are needed for the evaluation as did 

the analysis described in answer to Question D-50.  

The "stainless steel cladding" refers to the layer 

of stainless steel which is weld-deposited on the 

interior surfaces of the reactor vessel.  

Figure 1 of the answer to Question D-50 gives

-4-



the tota. stresse.,; not: only for tUic po"h L 

of contact with the cooling water, but for ill.  
other points in the vessel wall. The stainless 

steel cladding precludes contact of the cooling 

water with the reactor vessel, base metal and 

associated welds, during vessel operational 

lifetime.  

Calculation of stresses for contact of water 

on the inside only is conservative. Contact 

of cooling water on both sides of the vessel 

wall produces more uniform cooling and reduces 

the overall temperature gradient across the 

vessel wall thus reducing thermal stresses.

-5-
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Question Io. D-50

hirnlnh ,a strein nnnlynin (thermnl.) for the DBA conditio.;.  
whi-r, rl I I ,, I 'h t-r hn,:; heon expel led tlpi the vwri ipl In n f.  
00014 nnd 8"F w,.or I Jt.1i troduced in th t'ood I. zr mode.  

Answer: TImIE:IAI, STRESSES 

The stresses in the reactor vessel due to a radial temperature gradie:it are 

somewhere between the plane stress.lower bound (thin disc) and the plane 
strain upper bound (long cylinder). In this calculation plane strain is 

assumed for conservatism.  

The material properties.will be assumed uniform, at any given time, having 
the values specified for the mean temperature of the wall at that ti.e4 

These values are taken form Reference (1).  

Reference (2) gives the following expressions for thermal stresses in a 

long cylinder due to a radial temperature gradient:

- radial stress - aE 1 -a 
(1-v) 2b2- 2 

a

r 

Trdr-f 

a

a@ = circumferential stress 
+2 r 2 2 a 1. a 

b 
a = axial stress E Trdr z (I- )b 2 . a2 rr 

a

Trdr] 

b 

Trdr + Trdr -Tr 

a

The temperatures were calculated using equation 2, and the stress prc2Le
then calculated by equation 1. The results are shown in figure 1.:

TE2'1PERATURE

Assumptions: 

1) Thermal properties remain constant with temperature and are uniform 

throughout the vessel wall, 

* TyixrDhica. errors in original equations Subittx1 h-re bee -, on.

j (I)



") Vo' it- will I I I is 1)1! r I y . ii l d l at . it e lb: .Ick fIwo (r )) 

3) At tline zero, tie vessel wall is at unt form operatItig teIlperature.  

AL this time the inside sturface2 -is e lposed to thu sa;lci y ill-jcc LtOi 

water inducing a convective environment at a constant tcmperature 

of 700 F.  

The heat transfer probelm reduces to the following one dimensional, transient 

conduction problem. (reference 3) 

2 DT , k) 2 T IT 
-t= )(' .2 + "  'RT) ; T = T(r,t) (2) 

p ar 

Initial Condition i) T (r,o) T 0 

Boundary Conditi6ns ii) K aT(at) = h [T(a,t) T .  
ar w 

ii) aT(b,t) 0 
3r 

Where the temperature (T) is a function of radial position (r) and time (t) 
2 

.only, andthe thermal diffusivity (k/pcp) for SA-302 B steel is 0.45 ft /hr.  
p 

T is the initial operating temperature (570*F), T -is the safety injection 
O w 

water temperature (70°F) and k is the thermal conductivity for SA-302 B steel 

(26.4 Btu/hr-ft-oF) " 

The following variation of heat transfer coefficient (h) is used to take 

into account the three separate convection regimes.  

The effect of the stainless steel cladding is taken into account by meanz 

of an equivalent overall heat transfer coeffieient (htot).  

h k 1 (3) 
tot 6k+ 1/h 

where 6 is the cladding thickness (.21875 in), k is the thermal conductivity 

of the cladding (10.0 Btu/hr-ft-*F), and h is the heat transfer coefficients 

'''shown in Figure 2-2. Substitution of these numerical values into equation. (3) 

yields the f'll0%,7in overall heat tr.n, fQr coefficients for the three' convectic,.



Rin'W i,, I (h oo0,0 btu/hr-ft 2-F) 

S htot 354 Btu/hr-ft2 OF 

ci:R,me:I ii h (i 10, 0O Btu/hr-ft2-F) 

htot 520 Btu/hr-ft2-°F 

" .h! = 1C0-Btullh'ft -OF) ..  
; /:" :". .htot 84 .6 Btu/hr-ft2-OF....  

1; "4) has been used tro integrat e .  

'An iiplicit- finite difference scheme (Ref,. ) s ointegr.te 

•, u-tio..(2) "or temperature as a function of radial position and time 

The whole -process has been computerized to increase the speed of.calculation 

-Cputerization also allows much smaller increments 
to be used in both the 

.finite difference scheme for getting temperatures and the trapezoid 
rule 

integration for getting stresses, thus improving 
the accuracy as .wmll.  

Referenccs: 

Tentative Structural Design Basis for Reactor Pressure 

Vessels and Directly Associated Components PB-1519
871 

2. Timosheno and Goodier, Theory of Elasticity, McGraw

Hill Book Co., 1951 

."'" 1 " " !C 'ctic'n Heat Transfer, Addison-Uesley 

C.........- .ineering Analysis, I.cGra;;"11iil ok .Co.  
" 1955 

',.* y ographical errors"in original equations submitted•have been corrected.  

;.ia; ."" q a ' r g na e. . q " " a
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Quest

Answer

ion: Justi f'y thIe substantial Li ii: ; L-ty twCLI' the 
examination of the irradiation samoles and 
relatively few samples used for purposes of 
adequately keeping track of the shift-in NDTT.  
See Tech. Spec. 3.1-6 and 4.2-16.' Explain in 
particular, inter alia how the samples will 
adequately detect the presence of unusually high 
radiation leakage from a specific area of the 
reactor near a specific section of the vessel 
wall. Als.o explain the manner in which answer 
to 14.3.1-1 is relevant to this. Why does that 
question mention 8 samples and the Tech. Specs.  
(4.2-16) refer to 6 samples?.  

The design of the reactor vessel irradiation 

surveillance program provides eight irradiation 

capsules containing a total of 261 specimens of 

Indian Point Unit No. 2 reactor vessel material.  

Four of these capsules, containing a total of 130 

specimens of Indian Point Unit No. 2 reactor 

vessel material, are located between the reactor 

and the vessel wall, one at each of the points 

where the reactor is closest to the vessel wall; 

hence, where the integrated flux on the vessel 

is the highest. Because these capsules are clc=.:r 

to the core than is the vessel wall, they experience 

radiation exposure that leads the vessel wall, makinc 

it possible to determine the effects of irradiation 

of vessel material before the vessel wall experiences 

the same amount of irradiation. As stated in the

17' 
A") .1.1016



: O A I 1 14. 1 1 .. I IIA 0 1 f t.,i : . tiid 

th( reactor vo.essol by a factor of 2 .6 " nd these 

four capsules would exuerii.ince the c.ui valei 'L o 

2.6 times as many years of exposure as that 

actually experienced by the vessel.;. The with

drawal program is such that the measured shift in 

NDTT on the irradiated test specimens will confirm 

the conservatism of the predicted shifts in NDTT 

over,.the life of the reactor vessel, as shown in 

FSAR Figure 4.2-9. Three separate te st capsules 

are cons'idered adequate for this purpose in • 

accordance with criteria set. forth inASTM E-185 

."Surveillance Tests for Nuclear React'or Vessels.  

However, as noted in the Technical.Specifications 

(4.2-16), six capsules are withdrawn and evaluated 

as part of the Surveillance Program. .



Question No. H13

tustion: Wit hi respect to the answer to Qucstion 4.8 and the 
reactor vessel stress analysis explain in detail 
whether: 

a. the calculations were made with respect to the 
particular reactor vessel involved in Indian Point 
No. 2 or only with respect to that type of vessel.  
If the latter justify this decision.  

b. the calculations take account of the presence of 
flaws (defects, indications) in the vessel and 
their growth as a result of the factors discussed 
in H-lI. If not, justify.the validity of the 
analysis and the answer.  

c. how the fact that actual shift in NDTT has to 
await periodic examinatin of test samples 
(Tech. Spec. 3.1-6) affects the validity of 
the analysis and the answer.  

Answer: a. The calculations were made with respect_ to the 

as-built Indian Point Unit No. 2 reactor vessel.  

b. The ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, 

Section III, which is the controlling document 

for the calculations, takes into account the 

presence of flaws in the vessel. Criteria of 

Section III consider crack growth.  

c. The predicted shift in NDT is computed by 

techniques described in FSAR Appendix 4A and 

Figure 4.2-9; the actual NDTT shift is evaluated



by x-')atntilation oC t~ L ( )lJJOI) tn dr,*zcri bod 

in FSAR Section 4.5.1 (refer to Question 11-12 

for additional discussion of the test coupons).  

The operating limitation on the vessel during 

heatup and cooldown (i.e., pressure and 

temperature relationships) affected by the 

shift in NDTT are periodically revised to 

stay within the stress limits as stated in 

FSAR Section 4.3.1. The operating temperature 

of the reactor vessel as used in the stress 

analysis always exceeds the highest anticipated 

DTT during the life of the plant. Neither the 

validity of nor the answers to the vessel stress 

analysis are affected by the NDTT shifts.

-2-



Question No. 11-14

Question: Discuss in detail the data which supnorts the 
conclusions which comprise the answer to Question 

4.9.1. On the basis of the answer it will be 

determined whelher a request will be made to see 

WCAP-7332.  

Answer; Attached is a copy of Section 4 of the report 

WCAP-7332 referenced in the response to the answer 

to Question 4.9.1. Also attached is Reference 12 

referred to on Page 4-2 which was taken from: 

"Effects of Radiation on Structural Metals" 

ASTM Special Publication, No. 426, 

Philadelphia, 1967



SECTION 4 

TIiEIaL STRESSES 

In the event of a double--ended break and subsequent operation of the emergency 

core-cooling system,-cold water is injected from the accumulators, through the 

inlet nozzles and do.,ncomer, to the core. For appro>:.imately the first ten 

seconds, the water from the accumulators will not reach the reactor, and the 

temperature remains unchanged. Consequently, for the period of time in which 

the internals• are excited by the wave propagation due to the break, no thermal 

stresses or thermal distortion occur. After ten seconds the accumulators are, 

injecting cold water into the reactor and differences in temperatures could 

result.  

'17 a. Cold-leg break: The water is injected from the three unbroken inlet 

• ' nozzles and cools the exterhal surface of the.barrel, which is hot.  

Conservatively assuming te barrel sur-ac! is instantaneouslYt cohed 

to the water temperature, tie stresses are still acce ptabie, as shc..n 

be6lw.  

aE -0 x 10 6 

aE - = T (550 - f 
max 1-v barrel water .7 

= 154,000 psi 

-6 
x = a (T barr e - T wate r ) = 10 x 10 - x (550 1200) 0 043/ max bare wat5er 2 °) = 0 . 3 

This maximum stress is !-lo. t'e a'lo,.ablc given in Section I TI 

the ASM code, .hich is a very conservative limit for this type cf 

accident.. Following the code criteria for design conditions the 

barrel could be subjected to a stress amplitude of 650,00(0 psi d, irirn 

ten cycles; consecuently', the peak value of 154,000 psi obtained 1r"

viously gives a large margin of safety.



1 jhr I. LIt OLiL J n d Juo to ionunl form co oling of tie wa lf , round tile 

r",'fer,.,rmr~ wI11 .no affact rh. JC cnl n oI ihe colI watev. I 

the r jI M'lly '0;YjqV1e"Vtry id , I ]€ i 1 I- rj'd co(.7o1 I ,  It, wi 1 dl .trt l 
bar el I Jn a favori- 'hle dli oct Jun ( L. d~lI li mce hw:c. j weu t. 1, 1. 11haj 

vessel in front of the inlet nozzles will injcrease)., If Lh,_ accident 

occurs at the end of the reactor life, when the barrel has'been 

irradiated for a long period of time, the analysis performed pre

viously is still valid in view of the stainless steel's residual 

ductility after irradiation (material still shoes approximately 507 

60 percent reduction in area per Reference 12 p. 495). In comparison,.  

the lower support.structure temperature differences will be much smaller 

because the water reaching the lo.7er structure has heated to 270°F 

and, in addition, cools the support casting and lower core plate more 

uniformly because of the large and. numerous flow holes. Consequently 

thermal stresses .ill be lower.  

b. Hot-leg break.- This case is similar to thle of the cold-leg break as 

regards barrel thermal stresses. It will be less severe because the 

water cooling the outside barrel.wall will be warmer.

4-2
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Question No. 1i-1.5 

Question: The answer to Question 4.10 indicates that Class I 
plant components are designed to the ASME Code prior 
to 1968. In ORNL-NSIC-21 (Technolofy of Steel 
Pressure Vessels for Water-Cooled Nuclear Reactors) 
the following comments appear with resnect to these 
ASME Codes: 

1. p. 150 

The maximum temperature at which light water 
reactor pressure vessels are designed to operate 
is 650 degrees Fahrenheit.. No problems attri
butable solely to the loss of tensils properties 
due to temperature are anticipated for the 
materials being used in the construction of 
nuclear oressure vessels provided the steels 
possess at least the minimum tensible pronerties 
stated in Table N-424, S-ct ion 3ot AS.11 .o-' 

Adherence to thtese pronerties can be assured by 
imposing supplementary recuirements on the 
materials suppliers such as those given in 5-7, 
high temperature tension tests of ASTI4 snec. 8533.  

At least one pressure vessel customer currently 
requires that tensile data be obitained at 550 and 
650 degrees Fahrenheit for the shell olate material 
as part of the fabrication test program. (Emphasis 
added).  

2. p. 51 

Another area of concern is the relevancy of nresent 
requirements of authorized inspectors, as establi!h-cl 
by the National Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel 
inspectors, with regard to nuclear oressure vessels.  
The existing recruirements are heavily weighted toard 
the needs of Sections 1 and 8, rather than 3. Conse
quently, presentlv qualified insnectors may not have 
sufficient understanding f the uosion recuJrE-e.nts 
and non-destructive t10t - 7,hoh r.uireu r 
vessels. We therefore recor.,.-,enc the uaCqrading o : 
qualifications of ccdc i:<s-.3ectors o nuclear rres,--e 
vessels to a level of ccrn.etencv achieved by profes
sionally educated and exoerienced personnel. (Em-hasis 
added).

-1-



3. p. 410 

In order to assure that an adecruate stress 
ana].ysis of the vessel hw; been lade, t e 
Section 3 rules stipulate that a stress 
report be prepared, certified by a profes
sional engincer and filed with the proper 
authorities at the point of installation.  
The rules also provide that experimental 
stress analysis methods, either strain gauge 
or photoelastic, may be used to verify specific 
design areas, when theoretical calculations are 
unavailable, or for determining fatigue 
reduction factors for cyclic operation. The 
results of such tests are to be included in 
the design report. The code specifies only 
that a complete set of stress analysis 
calculations shall bymade and reported.  
It deos not specify that the calculational 
methods used must yield correct or conservative 
results as veriied by experimental data, or that 
such evidence shall be offered in support of the 
calculations. The code does require that the 
stress renort be certified by a registered, 
professional engineer experienced in pressure 
vessel testing. The Code does not specifically 
cay that the professiona encineer must be 
experienced or qualified in stress analysis.  
The inspector who affixed the code stamp is 
specifically not responsible for the complete
ness or correctness of'the design calculations 
as set forth in this stress report. (emphasis 
added).  

With respect to the underlined material, 
indicate whether the additional recuirement 
suggested has been applied to Indian Point No.  
2. If so, how and if not, why not.  

Answer: 1. The Subcommittee on Properties of Materials of 

the ASM E reviewed material property data to 

set design stress intensity values (Sm).

These values are based on a study of trend



curves (to 700 ° F) for pressure vessel 

materials listed Under Section II of the 

ASME Code. This Subcommittee has, in making 

their review, established that below 7000F 

for ferritic materials, the properties are 

based on room temperature properties and do 

not require elevated temperature tests and 

in particular, have identified this 'approach 

in the Summer.1970 Addenda Table 424, Note 1, 

which reads "Tabulated values at the specified 

temperatures are for design calculations and 

are not measured values." Accordingly, the 

additional requirements suggested are not 

appropriate.

22. The code Inspector is schooled in non

destructive tests and fabricating techniques 

in order to administer properly his function 

throughout vessel fabrication as required by 

ASME Code rules. The inspection organizations 

are staffed with technically competent people 

to cover all aspects of fabrication and exami

nation. Steps have been taken to upgrade 

continually the code inspection organizations

- 3 -



by requiri.nq technical iickn. wi.I-hir thiiL 1 

particular inspection organization for Utli

zation, as required by the local Inspector.  

Accordingly, the Code Insnectors have the 

level of competency and understanding 

appropriate for the proper performance of 

their job.  

3. The complete stress analysis done on the Indian 

Point Unit No. 2 reactor vessel was accomplished 

utilizing theoretical calculations and stress 

indices as provided in ASME Code Section III.  

The analytical techniques used are based on 

classical strength of materials theory. The 

stress-analysis performed on the Indian Point 

Unit No. 2 reactor vessel was accomplished by 

a group of specialists whose education-is in 

the field of stress analysis. The Professional 

Engineer certifying this report supervises 

this analytical groupland is highly qualified 

in this area. The Code Inspector verifies 

that the design specifications and stress

reports are on file and have been properly 

certified.



Question No. H-16

Answer:

than the ones used and referred to in the answer 

to Question 4.10? What about the Draft ASME Codes 

or the AE'C Reactor Development and Technology program 

standards dated July 31, 1970? To the extent that 

any of these are more stringent than the Code used 

for the Class I Components explain in detail the 

difference and why the more stringent requirement 

is not needed for greater safety. If the answer 

requires more than you are prepared to provide at 

this time then give the ansver only with respect, to 

the reactor vessel.  

The ASME Code today and the draft ASME code have 

requirementswhich vary somewhat from those referred to 

in answer to Question 4.10 with respect to the reactor 

vessel. However, the requirements of the current and 

proposed codes are consistent with the requirements 

of codes which are applicable to the Indian Point 

Unit No. 2 reactor vessel with regard to safety.  

The updated code reflects interpretations of the code, 

code cases, clarifications and new changes. With 

respect to the AEC Reactor Development and Technology 

Program Standards referred to in the question, these 

standards are not applicable to the Indian Point 

Unit No. 2 reactor vessel.



Question No. H-17

Aust o: 

Answer :

fl ," rih" K' in det. uil the t'F2t2 Of . T in. ]. 1W 

vibration for pipes penetrating the containment 
which will be conducted after plant oreration 
begins. Give inter alia, frerTuence of tests, 
extent of pipinq tested, and what kind of 
corrective measures will be taken.  

The possibility of significant pipe vibration 

for pipes penetrating containment is effectively 

eliminated by design near the penetrations. The 

pipes and supports are designed to minimize 

vibration.  

During preliminary plant operation, these pipes 

will be checked for vibrat4. -.nrlv !f cary , 

vibration dampers will be fitted. Therefore, 

pipe vibration will not be a problem after plant 

operation begins.



Question No. 11-18 

Question: Justify the failure to consider jet forces and 
tornado loads in the design of the larae openings 
of the Containment.  

Answer: The 3'-0 thick crane wall, the 4'-0 to 6"-0 thick 

Refueling Canal and the 2'-0 thick onerating floor 

are capable of resisting jet force loads from 

Primary Coolant Piping (see Question 5.-11 (a)-l1 

Supplement 9 to the Unit No. 2 FSAR). Thus, jet 

force loads from the Primary Coolant System cannot 

impinge on the. Containment Structure outer walls; 

consequently, these jet force loads are not 

considered in design of the large openings.  

The large openings are adequately shielded or 

are far enough away to preclude impingement from 

Main Steam and Feedwater-pipe break loads.  

Tornado loads are not a design criterion for Indian 

Point Unit No. 2; however, they are small compared 

to the seismic loadings (see Question 5.4(c), 

Supplement 1 to the Unit No. 2 FSAR). The tornado 

shear loads from torsion and translational wind 

force and the overturning ncc.ents caused by wind 

load have a minimum factor of safety of approxi

mately 2.5 with earthquake shears and moments ,,hich



were used to size the seismic reinforcing bars.  

The tornado moment and shears are in fact -smaller 

than the minimum earthiq uake. 1.c-,t-nt and E;hoeI rs 

considered in desiqn. On the basis of the above, 

the seismic bars provide more than an adequate 

mechanism for resisting tornado loads (see Ques.tion 

5.1(b), Supplement 1 to the Unit No. 2 FSAR). In 

addition,*tornado loads act independently of other 

* severe loads; therefore, the Equipment Hatch and 

Personnel Lock reinforced concrete bosses, which 

were designed for simultaneous design basis accident 

and earthquake loads, which were larger than tornado 

loads, are of more than adequate strength to resist 

tornado loads.



Question No. 11-19

Question: 

Answer:

With respect to the answers to Questions 5. 14 (a) 
5.14(b), 5.14(d), 5.14(e), 5.15, please provide 
copies of the relevant pages of the Indian Point 
Unit No. 3 PSAR.  

The relevant pages from the Indian Point Unit No. 3 

PSAR will be furnished separately.



...Question No. H-20 

Question: Justif y. the reliability of the V-ui - r rent Ilatch 
"during design basis accident and earthcuake loads 

when the .in(.!r shows deformations which can be 
testUd only for pressure (tensile stresses) and 
not for accident loadings (comoressive stresses) 
.(see Question 5.14 (c)-l). Explain how ductile 
behavior under tensile stress can adecuately 
represent ductile behavior under compressive 
stress.  

Answe:- ' The subject of Equipment Hatch reliability during 

* design basis accident and earthquake loads is 

. extensively and completely discussed in Section 

3.4.0 of the Containment Design Report in 

. Supplement 6 to the Unit No. 2 FSAR. As can be 

seen from the -referenced analysis, justification 

• of the Equipment Hatch is not based exclusively 

on the pressure test but also on a rather involved 

finite element analysis approach.- There would .be 

* no adverse affect on the load-carrying capacity 

of the Containment wall should local yielding of 

the -liner occur (local liner yielding is hypo

thesized not expected) The case where the liner 

is not .assumed to carry the load is discussed: in 

Section 3.4.0. Results of the analysis indicate 

that the rebar is sufficient to carry the pressure

-I-
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load-. The sense of stresses (tension or 

compression) in the rebar during the pressure 

test will be the same as experienced in the 

event of a design basis accident.  

The. test pressure will demonstrate ductility of 

* the liner-under tensile stresses. During 

accident conditions, the liner is in tension 

in areas around the-Equipment Hatch and. Personnel 

.:Loc)k; therefore, ductility demonstrated during 

the pressure test will have relevance to 

conditions at accident conditions. For portions 

of the liner in compression due to temperature 

increases during the accident condition, the 

.primary consideration is ductility of the liner.



Q, ; tion No. 11-21

QU 0 0 i.O

Answe

Exlain in detail the operation, changes with, resnoct .to the reactor when Indian Point No' 2 

is connected.to the Con Ed load frequency 
control 

systcmrn When .will this occur? Indicate to what 

extent the control of the reactor power ,level.will 

be determined automatically bv load 
demands from 

Con Ed's customers and the effect on the reactor 

power output of a sudden drop in power demand or 

*,a sudden increase in power demand on the system.  

EXplain how these variations in nuclear 
power 

o ut,t.1 t . reactor vii 11 affect thet .'various 
safety features Of the plant.

:... .Indian Point Unit No. 2. will not initially be 

connected to the load frequency control system 

(LFC). The decision whether to connect Indian 

point Unit No. 2 to the LFS will not be 
made until 

after at least a year or two-of plant 
.operation, 

" "at which time the desirability. of this mode of 

operation canbe evaluated in terms of plant 

performance and system :reauirements. 
...The operation 

changes that would result from connection 
to LFC 

are essentially that power outbut would 
be directed 

automatically from Con Edison's 
Energy Control 

Center rather than being directed by the ,c ontrol 

,room operation. This does not mean that the 

operator would no longer have control. 
The 

operator would still monitor all i:nformation..as



':he would when he was manually operating the 

.,plant. and. could intediatety disconnect the LFC 

if he: thought it desirable. Tere i.s h- station 

high. and low limit setting in the LFC that-is 

used, to -set the high and low -generation -limits 

beyond which control impulses to the station will 

be suspended. This device prevents the automatic 

LFC system from increasing or decreasing the 

level of generation at a particular station 

beyond predetermined limits.  

" As in manual: operation, control. signals go to the 

. turbine-generator and the reactor can be described 

.. as following. The reactor, however, can only 

follow within limits set by the protection 

-systems. Protettion and control systems on 

Indian Point Unit No. 2 are completely separate 

and operation of. a LFC System would affect the 
control system Only. There would, therefore, be 

no effect on the safety features of the-plant 

. due to operation of a LFC system.



Question No. 22

Quest.i.on : in answer T3,9 you indicate that nre';-ure in 
excess of 5 psig will not affect the function 
of the redundant flame recomibner unit. On 
FSAR, Question 6.8(a)-2 you state that the unit 
is designed to operate in pressures of 0-5 psig arid indicate that it will not be operated until 
pressure reaches that level. See also pages 
Q6-8(b)4 and 5-2 and Q6.8(b)4 and 5-3. If 
pressure is in excess of 5 psig up to 40 psig and 
if the amount of hydrogen in the containment 
atmosphere exceeded 2% could the recombiner 
unit be used at that time. Explain fully a 
yes answer in light of the design of the unit.  
If the answer is no, what system would be used?

Answer: The flame recombiner is designed to withstand the 

design basis accident which includes a pressure 

of up to 47 psig without damage that would prevent 

its functioning when needed. However, it is not 

designed to operate at containment pressure above 

5 psig.  

The conservative design basis accident pressure 

transient is such that the containment pressure 

will be reduced from the maximum 47 psig to less 

than 5 psig during the first day following the 

accident. The containment pressure will remain 

below 5 psig for the duration of the post-accident 

period. Sufficient hydrogen to require the operation



of the recombiner does not accumulate until 

after 13 days have elapsed. Thus, there is no 

r equiren'ent that Lo unit he (le i cned for 

operation at pressures in excess oI 5 psig.  

If one postulates the containment pressure to be in 

excess of 5 psig up to 40 psig, and if the amount 

of hydrogen in the containment atmosphere were 

to exceed 2%, the recombiner unit will not be 

used. Under such circumstances, the hydrogen 

would be removed by venting the containment 

using the backup Vent system.

-2 -



Question No. 11-23

Ques t Jon : 

Answer:

The b rcombinelr unit uses ccntainrient ar to 
cool its exhaust which is allccedly })elow 300>F.  
Discuss the impact of the heat addition to the 
containment caused by the recombiner unit in 
the context of double-ended hot leg and cold-1-
pipe ruptures. In particular how will o -er'aIic 
of the recombiner affect the predicted post
accident pressure level in the conLainment and 
how will this affect the conservative estimate3 
of radioaqtive leakage to the atmosphere and the 
control room.  

The heat addition from operation of the recombinr 

constitutes less than 5% of the total enercy ca_=al_-

of being removed by the containment and core cooling 

systems. Such addition comes at a time when the 

heat removal capability of those systems far exceeds 

the amount of heat required to be removed. Thus, 

there will be no significant effect on the contain

ment pressure nor on radioactive leakage to the 

atmosphere and control room.



"Question No. H-24 

Question: Deqcribe the .::ituati on i.n which o:-.:yqen w,:ill be 
add.d to the containment atmosphere for operation 
of the recombiner unit discussing when (in terms 
of hours after the worst accident) the oxygen will 
be needed and the method for injecting this 
oxygccn into the containment. At the time when 
oxygen concentration is less than 12% ihat will be 
the likely chemical composition of the containment 
air, its temperature, its pressure and its moisture 
level.  

Answer: Operation of the recombiner system consumes about 

30 scfm of oxygen when operated under design 

conditions. The initial containment oxygen 

content is about 21% by volume. Since the 

minimum operating oxygen content is 12% by 

volume, approximately 235,000 scf of oxygen can 

be consumed1 from the containment air before the 

minimum oxygen level is reached. If the recombiner 

is started at 2% by volume hydrogen in the contain

ment (-13 days post-accident), operation can continue 

for slightly over five days before oxygen would have 

to be added. Ihen needed, oxygen will be added to 

the containment using piDing and controls provided 

as an integral part of the recombiner system.  

Added gas will be injected directly into the 

containment gas space (not into the recrnbiner)



and mixed by the containment air circulation 

At the time oxygen is added, the chemical 

composition of containment air will be approxi

mately as follows (on a dry basis): 

Nitrogen 86% 
Hydrogen 1% 
Oxygen 12% 
Others 1% 

The containment air pressure will be less than 

5 psig, the air temperature less than 152 0F, 

and the moisture content at or near saturation.
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QUestion N'o. 1-25

Question: 

Answer:

ill use oF the reconibinrnr riitis rcai i re a 
decision to be made within thie control. rco':. or 

will the units be started automatically ;.,hen 

required. Specify the highest level of hydrogen 
which will ba permitted to accumulate before the 

units are out in use and how many hours after the 
accident this will occur.  

See FSAR Question 6.8.b. (1). The recombiner 

or: ..... l~ ' b'. .... .. : . .nurally and, 

therefore, w-4il1 re,-.,ui're Kdcision. IHydrogen 

concentration for recombiner startup is 2% by 

volume which occurs approximately thirteen days

after the accident.
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Question No. 11-26

Question: 

Answer:

Exolain in detail the nature of the uncertainty 
associated with the catalvlic recombination 
systehl for hydrogen renioval. See Question 
6.10--i. In particular does this uncertainty 
stern from uncertainty rc, ar('ing the cor-nosition 
of the post-accident containment air or is it 
only uncertainty regardi nq o-.:eraticn of the 
catalytic recombiner itself under reasonably 
predictable conditions.  

The reason why the catalytic recoibiner system

was not chosen at the time when the design decision 

had to be made regarding the type of recombiner to 

be used, was the uncertainty regarding oneration 

of the catalytic recombiner under reasonably

LA ~C.Wi~ L AJ1LdiOii6



qOQUIStiOn No. 11-27

Oues tion:

Answer:

Assuming 3/4 of tho on-site spent fuel storaqe 
c, jpfli(:ity i.s fi L )]led an(! assuming ]ndi.an PoinL 
No. ]. and 2 have been onerating at full power 
level for 300 days, how much plutonium will be 
T)resent at the 'Indian Point site in the: 

a. Spent fuel storage 
b. Reactor core for each reactor se,3arately 

As a basis of comparison relate this to the amount 
of plutonium released (best estimate) in fallout 
from the above-ground exolosion of the largest 
plutonium nuclear-weanon of the United States.

a. Spent fuel storage (for equilibrium cycles

of Indian Point Units 1 and 2)

IP-I 

IP-2

198 Kg Pu 

762 Kq Pu

Total -960 1Kg Pu 

b. Reactor core for each reactor separately 

after 300 full-power days (for equilibrium 

cycles of Indian Point Units 1 and 2)

IP-I 

IP-2.

140 Kg Pu 

606 Kg Pu

Total- 746 XcT Pu 

Applicant does not have access to information which 

would be necessary to make he requested comparison.


